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A PHILOSOPHY. 
The Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy was created to inspire and challenge young boys and girls gifted 
in mathematics and scientific ability in a manner which will maximize the use of these talents for the benefit of 
society. Therefore, the academy has two primary goals: 
to provide an educational, social and emotional climate in which students with 
exceptional aptitude in mathematics and science can develop their intellectual gifts and 
become committed to the search for humane solutions to our world's problems. 
to serve as a laboratory for the development, testing and dissemination of 
innovative techniques in mathematics, science and the humanities which can become a 
resource for secondary school teachers in Illinois and the nation. 
Selection of Students 
We will accept highly qualified students who are normally expected to enter the sophomore year in high school 
and in three years residence, graduate them ordinarily into the sophomore year or above of university. Our 
selection of students will be based upon a dynamic process involving many criteria since recognition of giftedness 
at an early age is not easy. Exceptional ability and creativity are not always manifest in grades and examination 
scores. Therefore our admission criteria include a search for unique indicators of future success among the 
enormous diversity of talents, backgrounds, and preparations characterizing our candidates. 
Curricula and Instructional Strategy 
The course work and other programs in our school must be rich enough so that even the better among the gifted 
may find challenge and inspiration. The curricula, staff, and instructional strategies, which will be evolutionary as 
staff blend tradition with innovation, must emphasize the excitement and joy of inquiry and discovery. The use of 
seminars, mentors, self-guided study, independent research, flexible schedules, and as yet undreamed of strategies 
will be among the imaginative approaches which will be adopted by staff in its own time and experience 
whenever they help to maximize educational benefits. 
A strong component of our focus is in the liberal arts tradition. Scientists must function in a complex world and 
an early appreciation of this condition is enormously valuable to our young scholars. Thus we expect to be strong 
in language arts, history, literature, creative arts and communication skills. 
Although the advance of science and mathematics are value-free activities, the application of these disciplines 
have vast implications for society in our global age. Humanities adds wisdom and unity to knowledge. 
The Larger Community 
There is a special obligation to expose our students to the outside community. Too soon they will be asked to 
specialize their study and too occupied to see more than newspaper headlines. We must be sure that our students 
recognize the importance of service to their fellow human beings and the communities in which they live. Our 
young people would also benefit from association with students of different cultures. Already blessed by contact 
with a student body which mirrors the diverse demographic and ethnic population of Illinois, our scholars must 
also be able to sample the diversity in human characteristics provided by contact with students from out-of-state 
and out-of-nation. 
Exposure of our students to the best minds in the world should be an important aspect of the IMSA experience. 
We expect the core staff to be supplemented by teachers on sabbatical from universities, scientists from industrial 
research laboratories, and even retired Nobel Laureates. It is therefore important that we forge cooperative links 
with the rich collection of educational constituencies within reach including Fermi and Argonne National 
Laboratories, world renown museums, colleges, universities and vibrant industrial research laboratories working at 
the cutting edge of science and technology. 
The Underlying Philosophy 
If we do what we know and feel is right, it is bound to happen that among our graduates there will be numbered 
scientists, engineers, and those who go on to earn degrees in law and letters. There are likely to be those few, 
who create new intellectual worlds, cure a dreaded human ailment or in some other way significantly influence 
life on our planet. Our philosophy will be to treat our charges as if each one is capable of this extraordinary 
achievement. Only one such product will make the effort and expense of the school for its entire duration 
worthwhile. 
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